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OUR SOC-as-a-SERVICE:

Milton Bartley

SLEEP BETTER AND

Y

BE AUDIT READY
You’ve installed all the latest patches, you’ve
done the phishing training, you have the latest
protections on your systems.

Jay Mallory

And yet you still feel vulnerable. Cybersecurity can be
beyond your control in so many ways, despite following
all the expert advice because the cybercriminals
continuously improve their craft.
Or maybe you have another layer, a SIEM (Security
Information and Event Management) tool, but it’s generating
an overwhelming number of alerts - and your team struggles
to make sense of which alerts to remediate or ignore.
There’s a better solution for both of these situations.
ImageQuest offers Arctic Wolf’s Security Operations
Center for clients needing the protection of continuous
Managed Detection and Response on network systems, log
documentation for IT Compliance Audits, and manageable
alert assessments to support any organization that is
looking for an added layer of protection.
“We are thrilled to partner with ImageQuest and provide
SOC-as-as-service capabilities as part of the company’s
Managed Cybersecurity and Compliance offering,” said
continued on P.02

Headquarters:
Sunnyvale, California.
Operates Security
Operations Centers in
Waterloo, Ontario and
Provo, Utah.
2012

Founded: 2012
Services: 24x7 Security
Monitoring for OnPremises and Cloud plus
Concierge Security Team
to provide Managed
Detection and Response.
Uses hybrid of Artificial
Intelligence/Machine
Learning and Human
Expertise to provide
four levels of ranking for
risks and alerts.
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MEET OUR TEAM: KIM LAGRONE
KIM LAGRONE is one of
our Technology Account
Managers. She partners with
our clients to help them
plan for and acquire the
appropriate technology for
their business and serves as
the client’s primary point of
contact with ImageQuest.
Her big smile and cheerful
personality reflect
KIM LAGRONE
her love of being around
people.
“I enjoy helping people – it’s a
personality thing,” she said. If there’s an
issue, “I want to fix it. I like to look at a
situation and take it to a resolution.”
Kim meets periodically with a selection

continued from P.01
Will Briggs, Director of Channel Sales,
Arctic Wolf Networks.
“Cybercriminals are becoming increasingly
sophisticated, and a security operations
center has become an essential
component of modern cybersecurity,”
Briggs said. “Advanced threats can bring
a company’s operations to a halt, which
can result in devastating consequences
for small-to-medium sized businesses.”
Arctic Wolf combines a proprietary
SIEM tool you need with a Security
Operations Center (SOC) offered “as-aService” to provide high-level protection
for a fraction of hiring an information
security professional. This solution is
provided as a fixed customizable monthly
subscription, making it easy to budget
with no surprises.
In addition, you gain better protection
against advanced persistent threats and
other attacks as they develop, thanks
to Arctic Wolf’s strong algorithms,
analytics tools, and sharing of
anonymized threat intelligence among its
teams. Many criminals attack hundreds
of targets at once, so an attack signature
is likely to be recognized faster by Arctic
Wolf than your in-house team.
Coverage can begin within an hour once
a tuned appliance is installed on your
systems.
“Many companies are required to have

of our clients to review their day-today operations with their technology
systems, to keep up with any new devices
a client has added, and learn of future
plans that impact their technology.
“It might be a business review, or a
network review or a discussion about how
we can grow our partnership,” Kim said.
“I work as an advocate or consultant
for our clients. So when they’re looking
at changing or adding new products or
services, I will discuss it with them and
then bring back to the team here.”
Bringing client issues back for
implementation and review at
ImageQuest is another part of the job
Kim loves.
“With ImageQuest, the mentality here

a SIEM and do not
know it. Of those that
do have a SIEM, the
majority have relegated
it into an expensive log
gathering tool,” said Jay
Mallory, ImageQuest’s
Senior Vice-President of
Business Development and
Marketing. “We chose to
partner with Arctic Wolf
because they offer a turnkey solution that does not generate a lot
of false positives.”
Arctic Wolf uses a hybrid approach to
identify and resolve trouble. It starts
with artificial intelligence that learns
what is normal behavior for your
environment (machine learning) and
provides rapid Managed Detection and
Response to anomalies. A Concierge
Security Engineer is also assigned
to your account, to review potential
threats or weaknesses, conduct daily
assessments of your system, and provide
recommended remediations as needed.
If Arctic Wolf’s SOC determines something
is a legitimate alert, we are notified
immediately with details and recommended
remediation to start a response.
“This is a great solution for many of our
clients because it gives them immediate
peace of mind, helps them meet their IT
compliance requirements, and fits the
budget of any size company,” Mallory said.

is ‘All Hands In,’” Kim said, noting that
the collaboration she’s experienced at
ImageQuest has been a reinvigorating
change of pace.
“I really enjoy that because I cannot
possibly resolve everything by myself.
I like having a full team willing to help
and facilitate taking care of that account.
Everyone is willing to help. It’s not
just ‘Kim’s account,’ or ‘ImageQuest’s
account’ – it’s ‘OUR’ account.”
Kim also appreciates working with people
who have been with ImageQuest for
several years. They are subject-matter
experts that she knows she can rely on in
getting solutions for clients.
Hear from Kim herself at https://youtu.
be/D8t2WLWtJxI.

Arctic Wolf’s “up-to-the-minute threat
intelligence,” keeps track of the number
and types of attacks being launched, as
well as vulnerability scans.
For IT Compliance, Arctic Wolf maintains
an AICPA SOC 2 certification. Also, their
offering includes data privacy policies,
encryption, log collection, electronic
signatures, network mapping and more –
all the documentation required by many
regulatory agencies.
“ImageQuest’s customers rely on them
to help guide their technology decisions
and help ensure that they can manage,
detect and respond to threats as quickly
as possible—and we are happy to be part
of the solution,” Briggs said.
Added Mallory: “Arctic Wolf offers our
clients incredible security and aggressive
protection for a fraction of the cost of
doing it themselves. In today’s climate,
the Arctic Wolf CyberSOC is the right
solution for the smart organization.”
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IMPROVE YOUR TECH I
The fish tank was impressive, suitable for the lobby of
a casino. It even had a wireless thermometer, allowing
managers to check the tank water temperature remotely,
via a cellphone app.
The thermometer connected to the casino’s WiFi. The WiFi allowed access
into the rest of the casino’s network, including data on its high rollers.
Guess what? The high rollers’ information was stolen, right out through the
thermometer, according to Darktrace, a cybersecurity firm that described the
2017 hack.
The thermometer is just one of a wave of connected devices allowing thieves
a side door into your network. There are the ones you know about – such as
your wireless security cameras, perhaps.
And then there are the devices you may NOT think about – such as employees’
fitness trackers, the apps loaded on their personal phones, or the game
system in the break room.
Security experts, when discussing these devices, call them the “Internet of
Things,” or “IoT.” The term covers a lot of devices – from wireless printers to
wireless security cameras, to building system management apps and virtual
assistants.
The market for the convenience of monitoring or activating something with
a voice command or a tap on a cellphone is huge. But the flood of popular
devices has created new network security risks.
Even if a device says it includes security, chances are high the device uses a
default password. Or it has a sensor that can’t be updated – yet connects to
your network.
Ironically, the solutions currently recommended to lock this side door are a
bit of a hassle.
Experts recommend you reset the password on any Internet-connected
device. Install it behind a firewall. Segregate it to a separate guest network.
Apply manufacturers’ updates annually.
Good luck. Some of those steps will likely take some digging, as some
products don’t make updates easy to find – or at all.
So for now perhaps you should keep your fish tank offline, and appoint
someone to physically check the water temperature from time to time.
Your data will be safer.

The market for the convenience
of monitoring or activating
something with a voice
command or a tap on a
cellphone is huge. But the flood
of popular devices has created
new network security risks.
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MEET A
CYBERCRIMINAL
Meet Zhu Hua, a penetration tester for
Huaying Haitai Science and Technology
Development Company of China.
The FBI says Zhu is a member of what the
cybersecurity experts call APT10 (Advanced
Persistent Threat 10.) The U.S. believes
APT10 hacks on behalf of the Chinese
Ministry of State Security Tianjin State
Security Bureau.
A December 2018
federal grand jury
indicted Zhu and a
colleague for breaking
into government and
private computer
networks to steal
technology and
intellectual property,
plus identity
information on 100,000
ZHU HUA
U.S. Navy personnel.
Zhu and the colleague
are accused of stealing from governments
and private companies in 12 countries,
including the US, from 2006 through 2018.
An APT10 attack typically began with a spear
phishing email that included a malicious
Microsoft Word attachment, the indictment
said.
Victims who opened the attachments had
remote-access Trojans and keystroke loggers
installed on their computers. From there, the
malware spread to their customers and then
transmitted sensitive information back to
domains controlled by APT10.
APT10 avoided network security filters by
also controlling internet domains, including
one in New York, so their efforts would not
appear as a suspicious source of traffic.
APT10’s victims worked at companies which
specialized in aviation, space and/or satellite
technology, communications, advanced
electronic systems, maritime technology,
and oil and gas drilling. Those companies,
along with NASA’s Goddard Space Center and
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, lost intellectual
property to the thieves.
APT10 also gained unauthorized access
to computers at an additional 25 more
companies plus the U.S. Department of
Energy’s Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, according to the indictment.
A Chinese government spokeswoman denounced
the U.S. charges as “fabricated facts.” Zhu and
his APT10 colleagues remain at large.
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WELCOME NEW CLIENT!
Kentucky Equine Medical
Associates is a veterinary practice
with some rather famous patients.

support and line of business application to a
management company specializing in their
industry. There was no standardization
for email, file storage or collaboration.
Focusing on serving the thoroughbred
Critical information was stored on the
racing community, Kentucky Equine
hard drive of each individual’s system.
Medical Associates treats horses at
ImageQuest standardized the practice
Churchill Downs, Ellis Park, Fair Grounds,
documents, email and hardware systems,
Indiana Grand, and Oaklawn Park.
and moved hosting for an essential software
Dr. Kevin Dunlavy, DVM,
program, Hospital &
and the practice’s
Veterinary Management
managing partner, was the
System (HVMS), to inside
attending veterinarian for
ImageQuest’s secure
two Triple Crown winners
data center. HVMS
– Justify in 2018 and
runs the equivalent
MEET KENTUCKY
American Pharoah in 2015.
of electronic medical
EQUINE MEDICAL
Dr. Dunlavy also served as
records for horses, as
ASSOCIATES, PLLC
attending veterinarian for
well as billing, accounting,
California Chrome (Derby
and scheduling software.
Founded: 2010
2014), Mine That Bird
The new environment
Total staff: 17
(Derby 2009), Real Quiet
allows employees to work
Website:
(Derby 1998), and Silver
from anywhere with any
kentuckyequinemed.com
Charm (Derby 1997.)
device as long as they have
Kentucky Equine strives
an internet connection.
to meet high standards for quality care
“They’ve really helped us build the
for horses, said Tim Wissing, CFO. As
technology infrastructure of our practice,”
Kentucky Equine continued to grow and
Wissing said. “Our initial experience has
expand, their technology was falling
been great – the ImageQuest team has
behind, he said.
been very responsive and their turnaround
Kentucky Equine was outsourcing their IT
time has been exceptional.”

From Our Customers
“My tech was super nice!”

“As usual, great response from Milton.”

“Thank you for your help. It’s been a real
nightmare this tax season. GOOD JOB”
“As always, the “cleaning crew” cleaned
up my problems. Many thanks for the
great assistance!”

“My experience was great because Erick
helped me recover a document that had
disappeared. I was going to have to go
back to a client for a signature. Please
acknowledge ERICK – he is AWESOME!”

“Davis was very efficient in taking care
of my issue.”

“Thank you to Davis, Brad and anyone
else involved in solving this issue.”
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Check Us Out!
OUR LIVE EVENTS

April 14-16
Sponsor, Kentucky Bankers Association
Spring Conference, French Lick, Ind.

April 18
“Cybersecurity,” presented by
Kentucky Society of Certified Public
Accountants, Louisville

May 15
“Cybersecurity and Compliance,” Exit
Planning Institute, Louisville

June 10
Kentucky Bankers Association
Roundtable, Louisville

Follow Us
Look for us on
Social Media
to learn more
about us and
keep up with related news. Follow us on
LinkedIn, Twitter and Google+. From time
to time we add Video Tips on YouTube to
help you stay secure. Due to data privacy
concerns, we are not on Facebook.

You can read more comments at
imagequest.com/reviews. Thank
YOU to our clients who shared their
positive feedback about our help. We
appreciate it! If you are not having
this experience with your Technology
Vendor, maybe you should
give us a call!

DO YOU KNOW A COMPANY LOOKING FOR IT SUPPORT?
WHAT WOULD MAKE A GOOD
REFERRAL?
A great referral for us is a company in
any professional industry with at least
20 computers – or any organization with
a regulatory compliance standard they
must follow.

HOW DO I SUBMIT A LEAD?
You can submit your referral by emailing
us at leads@imagequest.com, or by
calling Milton Bartley or Jay Mallory at
888.979.2679. You can get more details at
https://www.imagequest.com/referralprogram/
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